
which function is "smaller"?

①

②

③

In CS, we focus on "grows no faster man"
as an approximation of"smaller man."

Det. f:R"sRY, g:R**eR*0.
we say f: o(g)"f is bigo ofg"if



I 270, n.50 sit. Anzno:f(n)=c.g(n).
Note:f =0 (g) is standard notation, but
ituses"="tomean "has theproperty."
To prove f(n)

=0 (g(n)), we need to
constructno, c s.t. Ans no:f(n)=c.g(n)
To prove f(n)f0 (g(n)), we need toshow
thatXn.0,0:Znx no:f(n)> c.g(n).

Examples:all ofthe following functions f
are 0 (n).

3x WTS f(n) =n is O(n).
letno =0, c

=3.

An=0:f(n) =n =3n

n
-Inisoca).3x

Letno =

0, c
=3.

An20: 2n = 3n i

->

f(n) =x +8 is 0 (n).

suppose we wanttouse c =3.

Whatno can we choose?
d n=10no=H



could justguess -check:how aboutno:10?

3n =30 when n
=10 So now10 works.

n +8 =18 when n =10

smallestno?plug in:not8: 3 no
8 =240

4 =no

any
no? I would work.

-

=3. Fnano:+83.

WTS f(n) =10 is O(n).

Letno:3.4, c =3.

On>3.4:10? 3n
A D

-
35

wis f(x) =0(n).

Does no=4, c =3 work?

we would need on?4:

0.5n+11 1 3n.

butwhen n =4, 0.5n+11 =13

13.51,5 and 3n =12. X

letno:5,c=3. Anz no:f(n) = c.n.



Example:nFO(n2).

Roof:WTS F C30, no20:Inzno:n> c.n2

we prove by showing how toconstruct for
anyc, no.

let 0 and nos. We need isno sit.
n> c.n? Letn =( c+1). Then n3=(c+1) 3 and
c.n

=

( ( C+ 1)2, SO n > C.n2.

we have a s.t. n> ch2, butalso need he no.

Put n
=

max [no, 2+13. Now no no and nan2.j
If no :100 and c =5, n =b would notbe a
valid n.

Logantums for positive real number byand- real number x 30, 109bXisthe real number y s.t. b3 =x.

log,16 means "thenumber we need toraise y
to toget16"

a6.7 Letb>1 and K I 0.

109 (n") =0 (logn). Base, exponents in logs
don'tmatterasymptotically.

*

log.on
=0 (log- r)



RoofWTS = 20,420 St. Anino:
109b (n)

=c logan.
can be anything, so I

Note that we willdrop later

by def. of
log (n)

=K-109b (n) logs -exponents
-

e change ofbase rule

logox-gate
Now take no:1 and ciogab
Anz 1, logs (n)

=Kogan =

gablogan,logab

so log (n")
=oClogan). I

Since a could be anything, we drop it.

Lemma let b,d<1. If dab thenb"FO(d".
-

=3"f0(2).
This lemma tells us thatthebase ofan
exponentdoes matter, asymptotically.


